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WANT ADS
WANTED
SECOND HAND MICROSCOPE wanted
w/mag up 900:~~;, Call 265·8703, Ext. 362.

3/28

HELP WANTED
SUMMER COUNSELORS. Leading Eastern Doys Ranch. Over 19 yra. of age,
must have thorough knowledge of ho~.>ro·
manship and be able to t-each riding and
care of hol'Sea. Camping experience de-.
sirable but not essential. Also openings
for Arts & Crafts instructor specinliz..
ing in leather craft, A.R.C. water sllfety
instructot, and N,R.A. rifle instructor.
Write Ames R. Mosely, 432 Arizona SE,
No. E, AlbuquefQue, N.M., or call 2568411 between 8 and 10 p,m.
GIRL w/car to cnrc for 14-month-old boy,
8-10 a.m. Tuesday-Saturday, Could get
back to campus in time for a 10 ~30 class,

1442 Princeton NE. 256-3074.
PERSONALS

Varsity Band Performs

UNM Dinner-Concert Series Begins,
International Music Featured Sunday

WINNER OF 2ACADEMY AWARDS
Vol. 71

Joseph E. l...f:vinc

close to UNM Tennis club & shopping.

-L•fe Magaz• ne

.

'

President Lyndon B. Johnson last night told a
nation-wide television audience that he would not
seek and will not accept the renomination for
)nesident of the Democratic Party in 1968.
His words were, "I shall not seck and I will not
accept the nomination of my party for another
term as y{)ur president."
Earlier in his speech, President Johnson announced a halt of the bombing and sea attacks in
all but one area over Viet Nam. An area near the
demilitarized zone is the only area that will be hit
by air and sea attacks.
The President called his new move toward a
political settlement of the Viet Nam conflict "unilateral" deescalation. He challenged North Viet
Nam's llo Chi Minh "to respond positively and
favorably to this new step toward peace.''
Johnson put no time limit on how long the
bombing of the North would be ceased. He asked
Britain and the Soviet Union to do all they would
to help negotiate a settlement of the Viet N am
conflict.
LBJ also announced that he was sending 13,500
more troops to Viet Narn. That would raise the
number of American troops there to 549,500. Some
reserve units, he said, will be called up to furnish
additional manpower.
Senator Eugene McCarthy, challenging LBJ,
said last night he hoped Johnson's withdrawal
would be reflected in tomorrow's Wisconsin pri·
mary. Senator Robert Kennedy said this morning he was still an active candidate for the
presidency.
RFK is ex)Jected to meet with the President
soon.

S.U.B. Theatre
50¢
Fri. 7 & 10

.. MARCElLO I.WlTROIANNI· ClAUDIA CAROINN.E •ANOUK AIMEE· SANDRA MILO· ROSSELlA FALK ·llAilllARA STEElE

FORCEFUL AND
RESPECTABLE
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CINEMA ART."
-Bosley Crowther,
New Yorio; T1mes

At $15,500 it's a winner. Sec Sam
Cooper, 265·8571 evenings & weekends
842-8280.
1966 TRIUMPH Spitfire Convertible. Good
condition. Good tires, radio & heater.
Wire wheels, many extras. 298-1636 after
5 p.m. Onl,y $1200. Want to sell
CLEAN 1955 Ford in good condition ;
good tires and engine. Ideal for city
transportation. $125. Call 255-2540 llfter
3:30.
3/20
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"GREGORY & TIJERINA, peace &
freedom" Bumper Stickers. One for
50¢, 5 for $2., 10 for $3., 20 for $5.,
50 for $10. Make cheeks to S. Abrams
and send to 1920 Girard NE, Albuquerque, N.M. 87106.

.

.

KNEE-HOLE DESK: 48" wide, 17" deep,
30" high; 7 dwrs; phony .walnut fini8h.
$30. See at LOBO office, 158 Student
Publications Bldg, after 5 p.m. Do not
call.
SERVICES
TYPING 1 For a "suver' paper - edited
grammar. zpeUingo, punctuation - let a
former NYC Executive Seeretaey help
you. Partial . background: Advertilling;
Art; FinancJal; Legal; Sciences. Ex·
pericncl!d typing prof(!Ssionnl papers pre"Sented national enginec;ring conferences.
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MATINEE TODAY

ONE
WEEK

-New York
Pas/

SPECIAL LATE SHOW

ONLY

I am watch.ing you
through a telescope
you must do
anything and
everything I
say or I will
kill your
son •..

FRI. & SAT. 11:40 P.M.

3rd BIG WEEK!

ACADEMY AWARD
7 NOMINATIONS

.I
i

Best Picture

Best Actor
Best Actress
Best Director
Best Supporting Actress

JOSEPH E. LEVINE

Best Screenplay

MIKE NICHOLS-LAWRENCE TURMAN

Bast Cinematographf

... I will call
tomorrow

"Benjamindo you find me
undesirabler
"Oh,no
Mrs. Robinson.
I think
you're the

nwst attractive
of all
my parents'
frielllk"

MURO GOLDWYN MAYER presen11
TilE PANDRO SBERMAN GUY GREEN
PRODUCTION

Pcft~
OF

there could be
nothing lower

BLuE
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Four of 17 young people arrested on suspicion of drug-law
violations in Albuquerque Friday
and Saturday nrc enrolled at
UNM this semester. Four others
were students last fall.
Spring-semester students ai·rested were John Hewitt, a sophomore living in Coronado Hall;
Louis Montano, Jr., 19, a freshman, 205 Columbia SE; Henry
Carlos Pettine, a freshman, 3633
Moon NE; and Laura Kay Umpleby, 20, a non-degree student,
4919 Marquette NE.
STUDENTS registered here fall
semester were Roger B. Kahn,
19, a freshman who lived in Coronado; Richard Lebby, also a
freshman, 134 Bryn Mawr SE;
Donald M. Lommori, a freshman,
725 Solano Dr. NE; and Veronica
K. Torres, a non-degree student,
217 Princeton S E.
Others arrested were Donald
Mommoi, Lop.er Kohn, Juan
Aranda, Donald Hoyt, Douglas
Vanderburg, (or Vanderberg),
Linda Sue Taylor, Verlinda Hollenbeck White, Stewart Sporledder, and Randall Cook Massey.
Massey, of Roswell, was arrested Saturday in a vacant cabin in
Tijeras Canyon and charged with
sale of narcotics.
A U.S. commissioner set bond
Friday for the four charged with
possession and sale of LSD; Miss
White, Kahn, Miss Umpley, and
Montano. Kahn gave his present
address as 7313 Aztec NE.
Hewitt was arraigned Friday
by Peace Justice Leo Vigil on two
counts for illegal sale of marijuana and possession or LSD. He
was accused of selling both to a
undercover policeman last year.

s!arrmq

SIDNEY ;d SHELLEY
PO !TIER-- WINTERS
a!M

HE MADE HER
AN ANIMAL ••.
NOW ALL HE
NEEDED WAS
A LEASH

~lamnq

ELIZABETH HARTMAN
PANAVISION~

S. U.B. Theatre

ADULTS ONLY

Sat. SO¢ Sun.
7 & 10
5 &8

SHOWTIMES
STUDENT
RATES

2:05
7:05

3:45
8:40

5:25
10:10

SENATOR ROBERT F. KENNEDY spoke before
a large crowd of UNM students, high school admirers, and townspeople at Zimmerman field Friday
afternoon. At one point in his address, RFK asked
the audience to give a show of hands on the alternatives he offered concerning the VietNam war. It
was his own opinion that the United States must
seek to negotiate rather than withdraw from Viet
Nam, and "begin the long journey down the road
to peace. (Photo by Pawley)

On Drug-Law Charge

\I

SPECIAL ROAD SHOW

Asks Peace Effort

U. St:udent:s Arrested

David Brooks

NE OF THE
YEAR'S 10
BEST!"

RFK Favors Talks,

SWEE
SMELL
Saturday
Midnight

Phone: 242-0649.

Momlay, Aprill, 1968

LBJ Withdraws

prtM"nls

FEDERICO FELLINI'S

tR

"BRILLIANT

EXICO
Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

INI;LUDING

BEST FOREIGN FILM OF YEAR

POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Publishers, 543 Frederick, San Francisco,
California. 94117.
PERSONALITY POSTERS, Psychedelic,
Ski Posters & Buttons. If we don't
have them, then you don't need them.
Send for Samples & List. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609 E. ColFOR SALE
1960 TRIUMPH motorcycle with 1964
engine 660cc. Black. See at 1106¥., Grand
NE. 3/29
NEW STANDARD ENCYCLOPEDIA
slightly used. Will sacrifice at $80. Call
344-1969 after 5 p.m. 4/4
OPEN 3·6 SUNDAY, 1316 Bryn Mawr
N.E. It sparkles inside & out. Here's
the best 3 bdrm. home, tastfully carpeted,
fireplace & kitchen with dishwasher. disposer & lg. covered patio. This home

O-n'3QW
V, 7 I '>lc .'i?
C'Af.:L.

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

The Varsity Band at UNM will muffins and lemon meringue pudopen its spring series of dinner ding will be served for $1.75 to
concerts Sunday at 5 p.m. with a non-UNM students and $1.25 to
program of international music in students. Admission is free for
the Union Ballroom,
those who do not buy a dinner.
James Whitlow, Varsity Band
Student conductors for the condirector, and student conductors cert include David Lester, Peggy
will lead the band in such num- McCreary, ·and Carl Hammond.
Rita McFarland, chairman of
bers as Clarre Gundman's "Hebrides Suite," Arthur Fracken- program directorate, said the Sunpohl's "Cantilena for Band," and night dinner concert:> have been
Ernesto Lecuona's "Bolero Es- · started again mainly because none
panol."
of the dorms or greek houses on
A dinner of cole slaw, chicken campus serve dinners on Sunday
tetrazini, Yale beets, S p an ish evenings.

fax, Denver, Co]orarlo 80220.

'57~.. 7it:t

Friday, March 29, 1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

ALSO ARRAINGED Friday
were Lommori and Lebby, both
20 for illegal poseession of narcotics. A sherift"a ,,deputy said be
found the two attempttng to flush
something which resembled marijuana do\vn a toilet at 314 Bryn
Mawt• SE, J,ebby's residence.
Miss •rorres, 23, was released in
the custody of her attorney Saturday after telling the court that
she has a ten-month-old child.
Bond was· set by the U.S. Com•
missioner ,at $5000 each for Kahn

and Montano and at lj;3000 for
1\'liss Umpley.
Hewitt's bond was set at $3000,
and Lommori's and Lebby's was
$1500 each.

Merlin Olsen to Talk
At U. Tele-Lecture
Merlin Olsen, defensive tackle
of the Los Angeles Rams football
team, will speak over the Union's
tele-lecture facilities Tuesday,
April 2, in the Ballroom. The 6
foot 5, 276-pound Olsen, a former
University of Utah player, is one
of a series of speakers arranged
to speak over the telephone by
the Western Collegiate Association.
Past speakers have been General Hershey, director of the
Selective Service, and Barry Goldwater.
Olsen is chairman of an antiriot group, made up mainly of
players from the Rams, which
tries to develop more understanding among individuals and groups.
There will be four or five colleges on the line and the program
will be a question-and-answer
type.

Re-scheduled

Kennedy Meeting
Set for Tuesday
The UNM Students for Kennedy will meet tomorrow night at
7:30 in rooms 250 A and B of the
Union. The meeting was originally scheduled for Thursday.
The meeting is to establish the
basic foundation of the movement for New York senator Robert Kennedy for President on
campus. A chairman will be elected along with other officers at tomorrow's meeting.
Associated Students President,
John Thorson, acting chairman, is
expected to step down from the
post because of his responsibilities
in student government, a spokesman for the Kennedy group said
Sunday.
The UNM group will work
closely with the state and Bernalillo County Kennedy groups
throughout the summer, the Kennedy spokesman said.
The Kennedy group here was
encouraged by the estimated 800012,000 UNM students and townspeople who turned out for Ken•
nedy's speech at Zimmerman
Field Friday at noon.
One UNM Kennedy backer said,
"I think we are all encouraged by
the turnout. We are hoping that
many students will take an active
part in our efforts for Robert
Kennedy."

By ALLEN BUCHANAN
New York Senato1· Robert F.
Kennedy, addressing a large
crowd Friday at Zimmerman field,
said he favors a "negotiated settlement rather than a withdrawal"
in Viet N am. "We must make a
new effort to end the war in Viet
Nam and begin the long journey
to peace," he said.
"We must have a broader base
of support there, and end the
corruption within the Siagon government. I believe the time has
come to seek the path of peace.
That is why I run for President,"
Kennedy said.
KENNEDY SAID the growth
of a people cannot be measured
by the gross national product. He
indicated that the GNP includes
.such things as air pollution, cigarette advertising, and the "glorification of violence on television"
to advertise children's toys.
"The gross national product
measures everything except those
things that make life worthwhile,"
he declared, " .•• and that which
makes us proud to be Americans."
HE ACCUSED this nation of
using a double standard for health
care-one for the "well-off majority," and "another for the poor.''

UNM Opens Door
For Campaigners
Any presidential candidate
wishing to speak at UNM will receive the same consideration given
to Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, Associated Students President J'ohn
Thorson said last week.
UNM "has had feelers" from
Minnesota's Democratic presidential contender Eugene McCarthy,
and from the Socialist party candidate, Thorson said.
Between $500 and $600 was
spent to arrange Kennedy's
speech here Friday, Thorson said.
The mony was needed to pay costs
for telephone calls, publicity, and
the facilities at UNM. The same
costs will also be covered for
other candidates speaking here,
he said.
RFK was originally invited by
the Speakers Committee and offered the $1500 fee that goes to
top-name speakers. But Kennedy
did not accept the invitation, first
issued in 1966, until he announced
for President.
The Speakers Committee still
has over $2000 in its budget because of one cancellation and the
money saved on the Kennedy appearance.

Draft Demonstration Set
The New Mexico Resistance will
hold its resist-the-draft demonstration Tuesday beginning at
6:45 at the Albuquerque Induction Center. The national protest
is scheduled Wednesday, but no
men were to be processed he1•e
that day a Resistance spokesman
said.
There will be an organizational
meeting of the Resistance today
at 8 p.m. in room 231-E of the
.Union,
THE RESISTANCE advocates
draft refusal and direct action
against the Viet Nam war.
The first week in April has been
declared "the third national week
of resistance to the draft." Dur~
ing the first and second nntional
resistance weeks in October and

December of 1967, over 3,000 men
across the country turned their
draft cards over to federal officials at demonstrations in 40
cities.
Resistanc~ demonstrations will
be held in over 100 cities this
April, mostly on Wednesday,
April 3. The New Mexico Resistance set its demonstration for
Tuesday because no' inductions
were scheduled for April 3.
1'1IE DEMONSRATION is
called "A Celebration of the ImlJending Collapse of Selective Service." At the Albuquerque demon~
stration, there will be several
bands, and coffee and donuts will
be served. There also will be a
puppet show, and demonstrators
are being urged to bring flowers,

and musical instruments as well
as picket signs.
At the Tuesday rally, men of
draft age will publically declare
their intention not to be drafted.
Statements of support by persons
not eligible for conscription will
be collected and turned over to a
federal attorney.
Signs and leaflets to be handed
out at the demonstration will be
printed in Spanish as well as English. One leaflet will detail methods whereby men scheduled for induction can delay or actually
block their conscription. Emergency draft counseling will also be
available.
Another leaflet will list the
names and horne towns of New
Mexicans killed in Vh•t Nam over
the first three months of 1068.

;> ~ rl

He insisted there should be new
sources of recruitment into the
health field, and a creation of new
institutions and health clinics
within the poverty regions of this
country.
"We must operate on the principle that we can do better in the
United States," Kennedy said.
"We must meet our needs on a
decent and human scale.''
A LARGE painted sign on the
east end of the field asked: "So
who wants a ruthless President?''
Before delivering his speech, Kennedy turned to face the sign,
hesitated, turned back to the
microphones and said, smiling:
"If I was ruthless, you know what
I could do to you." Later he looked
to the sign again. "I resent that
sign," he said. "It's unfair, with
Richard Nixon not being here.''
At the conclusion of his speech,
Kennedy answered questions from
the crowd. "You-the girl in the
pink blouse," he called to someone seated in the stadium. "You
are a girl, aren't you?" It wasn't.
"You've convinced me," he laughed. "I'm going to cut my hair.''
HE WAS ASKED if he thought
the draft is unconstitutional. "No.
. , the draft isn't unconstitutional," he said. "It isn't unconstitutional because you don't like it."
When pressed for answers on
the Viet Nam war, he reversed
the order of questioning and said
"Let nle ask you. something • - •
four questions.'' Re akBed -which
the audience would prefer, a unilateral withdrawal in Viet NaJa;
a bombing halt and negotiationS;
a continuap.ce of the present policy; or escalation. The response
showed a majority favored a
bombing halt with negotiations.
LEADING back to the question
on the draft, he said it was his
objective to see the United States
have a professional army. He
added that he was in favor of a
lottery draft system. "The burden
of the Viet Nam war is with the
poor " he said, pointing out that
58 p~r cent of the men drafted in
New Mexico are Spanish-Americans.
Someone asked Kennedy what
he would do with Gen. Lewis
Hersey. head of the Selective
Service. "It can't do anything
with him until January," he said,
" ... and then I will.''
"What about the legalization
of marijuana?" someone called
out. "That's your problem," he
answered.
As the crowd began to rise and
concentrate on leaving, Kennedy
made his last appeal. "I think we
can do better in this country ••.
Give me your hand, give me your
help."

Meet Set to Plan
Chaparral Judging
't her..; will be a special meeting
for all girls interested in trying
{)Ut for Chaparrals Thursday,
April 4, at 8 p.m. in the lobby of
Johnson Gym.
The purpose of this meeting ir.
to discuss qualifications for Chaparrals, and to set a time and.date
for a clinic. A date for final judging will also be decided on during
this meeting and sign-ups will be
taken.

Newman Center
UNM President Torn L. Popejoy and fonner Newman Center
director Father Richard Butler,
O.P. will speak at a dinner commemorating the Newman Club's
30th anniversary.
The dinner, which will honor
former chaplains at the center,
will be held Wednesday, April 3
ut the Knights of Columblls hnll.
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CAREER BOUND
Get There First and Foremost
With Your Travelers

FIRST Aid
Your Travel Number is

265... 7611

".Jll'.Z"-~

~~TRIIWE:L SERVICE Jill

the
Note Taking
Barrier

Albuquerque, N.M.

1516 San Pedro NE

l
ONE OF THE MANY hand-painted signs is indicative of the student
reaction to RFK's appearance on the UNM campus Friday. He spoke
at 12:30 p.m. under a bright sun, often having to squint to see the
people seated in the stadium. Crowds estimated at 8,000 surrounded
the speaker's platform on Zimmerman field. (Photo by Pawley)
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Anti-Racism Leaders
Plan Summer Action
By DAVID AIKEN
College Press Service
LINDENHURST, Ill.-A meeting of 250 leaders of the anti-war
and anti-racism movement, called
to make plans :for action at the
Democratic national convention in
August, instead drew up plans for
political action and organizing
throughout the summer.
The conference, called by the
National Mobilization Committee
to End the War in VietNam, debated over whether to devote their
efforts to general organizing
throughout the summer or to concentrate on demonstrations at the
Democratic
convention.
They
ended in a compromise.
THERE WILl~ definitely be
some kind of counter-convention
in .@.licago, but specific tactics and
definite plans will not be drawn
up until June, when these le~ders
will meet again.
But the conference did name
three of it; top leaders to carry
out a sutmner ltmg program of
political organizing aimed at
strE>ngthening opposition to the
Vi(•t N am and p1•otestinp: inadequate pro11:rams to meet domestic
poverty am! racism. The pr·ogmm
will featUl'c efforts to expand
draft renistnnce, elect anti-war
delegates to the Democratic convention, m;u organize white working class communities.
The three planners of the programs are Renni<J Davis, a veteran of community organizing with
Students for a Democratic Society; Dave Dellinger, editor of
:Liberation magazine and leader
of the October 21 march on the
Pentagon; and Vernon Grizzard,
organizer of draft resistanee in
Chicago.
During the first half of the twoday conference in this secluded
camp just outside Chicago, black
delegates met separately from
white. When the two groups
joined again on Sunday, the conference approved a black liberation program which included such
planks as:
• Dropping the anti-poverty
program in favor of "reparations
and damage payments for 400
yMrs of free slave labor."
• Outlawing racial diserimination by labor unions.
. '• Community boards to review actions by police.
• Opposition to stockpiling
riot weapons by the police.
• Freeing black power leader
II· Rap Brown and black poet

LeRoi Jones and restoring Rep.
Adam Clayton Powell to his position in Congress.
The conference also committed
itself to support any efforts made
by the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party at the convention.
"OUR PROGRAM to work
against racism will include development of strategies :for white
communities during the black rebellions this summer," Davis said.
These would include legal and
medical assistance for riot victims.
Carlos Russell, the leader of
the black delegation said it set up
four regional operations to carry
out its program, "but we purposely left the structure vague
because we wanted to give black
leadership at the local level a
chance to respond to our call for
regional meetings."
The conference here was attended by individuals with a wide
range of political and tactical perspectives, including old left groups
such as the Communist Party, new
left groups as Students for a
Democratic Society, more moderate groups such as Women
Strike for Peac<J, and the Youth
International Party, known as the
Yippees.
THE YIPPEES have already
made plans for a festival at the
Democratic Convention, which
will include the nomination :for
president and consumption of a
pig made from vegetables.
The Yippees at this meeting
were not buying the plans of older leftists :for political action.
"America is dead," one Yippee
told the conference. "You all know
it, and yet you're gettting involved in a dance with a dead
lady. The Democratic Party is going to foul you up. The way to
change America is to involve people, not their minds.''
·
In New York, the Yippees held
a preview of what they may do
at the Democratic Convention.
More than 3,000 of them descended on Grand Central Station,
tearing hands off big clocks and
writing "peace not" on the walls.
The demonstration was finally
broken up by more than 500 policemen who foreed the demon'Strators out of Grand Central
Station.

Listen to KUNM

LBJ WAS THE target of many
slogans painted on signs for Friday's speech. But even RFK was
liable to attack. A banner held on
the east side of Zimmerman field
asked: "So who wants a ruthless
President?" (Photo by Pawley)

41 Universities Ask
Co-op Housing Aids
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (CPS) Students from 41 colleges and universities in the U.S. and Canada
have decided to form a national
organization to seek tax relief
and direct financial aid for student housing co-ops.
At a recent meeting at the University of Michigan 200 students
decided to meet again March 23
in Chicago to consider further
plans for the organization.
At the meeting the students
heard Trevor Thomas, director of
the college housing program in
the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development, explain
how low interest loans are available for student housing. He said
only one student co-op, at Oregon
State University, has obtained
such a loan, which must be cosigned by the university,

for .a .._
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30 Minute Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until 1:30

255-5381

,,
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in the Triangle lounge Restaurant- Central at Girard NE
'·I
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"For the first time in my three years of college I've
had time to reflect on what the professors are saying during their lectures. My doodlings are actually
organized recall patterns, so constructed that I do
not have to write everything verbatim like I have
been doing for the last three years. I do not know
any other skill that could have taught me this simple technique like Reading Dynamics has done."
Incidently, Steve now reads his texts six times faster. with good comprehension, than he did just
months ago. You too can greatly increase your
reading rate as specified in our guarantee:

A. Interviewing an African couple. B. Visiting a Nigerian University.
C. Exchanging ideas with Nigerian University students.
Actually, Virglnla Blount and
Frank Ogden are doing all these
things. As members oi the 500·
student World Campus AfloatChapman College, these two
Arizona college students had the
opportunity to talk with students
· at the University of Ife, lbadan
branch, Nigeria.
With the help of Nigerian
students ·altd professors, the Americans compared religions, art,
anthropology, educational systems,
.
economic developments, geog.. .. ;' •.
raphy, drama, music, and dance of
. , . """ \ ·· ·
the two countries. This is the
regular course work aboard Chapman's shipboard campus, the s.s. Ryndam.
Virginia and Frank transferred the credits they earned back to their home colleges,
Arizona State University and Northern Arizona University, and are going on for their
baccalaureate degrees. Chapman College is currently accepting enrollments for the
1968-1969 academic year with the World Campus Afloat program.

ITINERARIES
Fall1968: Dep. New York Oct. 10 for DubUn, London, Copenhagen, Rotterdam, Llsbon,
Rome, Athens, Haifa, Catania, Barcelona, Las Palmas, Freetown, Rio de Janeiro, Buenos
Ait·es, Montevideo, Punta Arenas, Santiago, Lima, Acapulco, arriving Los Angeles Jan. 29.
Spring 1969: Dep. Los Angeles Feb. 3 for Honolulu, Tokyo, Kobe, Hong Kong, Bangkok,
Kuala Lumpur, Colombo, Bombay, Mombasa, Durban, Cape Town, Dakar, Casablanca,
Cadiz, Lisbon, arriving New York May 27.
The coupon below, if completed and mailed at once, will provide the first step In
reserving space for your falll968 and/or spring 1969 semesters wUh World Campus Afloat
where you can take full advantage of Chapman College's unique three-year experience in
effective teaching aboard ship and in world potts.

r~~Wor}d~~=Afl~~=oro~==~-~LEAS~~~~

I
Chapman College Orange, California 92666
I Mr.Miss
II Campus
1 :~1:::,;-Scho:l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=-st-at~e~..~.~:::::_'P:~::::.:
I Academic Major·-~~~~-Approx. GPA on 4.0 Scale
I Home Address-~-~---~-··---~----~1 CiiY'~---------~-·Siate·~~--··ZiP~-~LAST NAM~
Address.~.---

1
OPEN 24 HOURS
105 Central N.w. 247-8626

FAST-FAST-FAST

Virginia (1.) and Frank(r.)are:

Mrs._--:":·~=~

Stl,tdentslll

Steve is an engineering student at the University.
Here is what he has to say about taking class notes
in recall form:

I

FIRST

INITIAL

DATE---·~

Campus
State __ ~---·~Campus
PhonL..__ ·--·- - - - - - Year in
School_.·~~-----

Age _ _. ----~Home
Phone _ _ _ _ __

To Which address material should be senh Campus D HomeD Parent or Guardia~
1 am interested in D Fall D Spring Semester 1 9 - - D Land Campus D Floating Campus

CJ Botlt
SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. RYNDAM, registered In The Netherlands, meets

l~<Jma~~afe~~=~~~~~~~~~------

Taking class notes is usually one of the unfortunate
necessities in going to college. Why? Because most
students spend their time copying down everything
spoken, developing writing cramps, and having to
go through volumes of notes when taking tests.
In Reading Dynamics we give you not only a skill to
read faster and comprehend but also methods for
studying, material organization, and for taking
class notes. With this particular note-taking ski\\
the student has time to think about the \ecture p\us
time to enjoy it instead of mad\y copying everything down.
The basic course begins next week and ends before
your exams begin. This allows plenty of time to prepare for fin a Is in May.

GUARANTEE
WE GUARANTEE TO INCREASE THE READING EF·
FICIENCY OF EACH STUDENT BY AT LEAST 3 TIMES.
WE WILL REFUND THE ENTIRE TUITION TO ANY
STUDENT WHO, AFTER COMPLETING MINIMUM
CLASS AND STUDY REQUIREMENTS, DOES NOT AT
LEAST TRIPLE HIS READING EFFICIENCY AS MEASURED BY OUR BEGINNING AND ENDING TESTS.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND
TO REGISTER CALL 265-6761 -orATTEND A FREE DEMONSTRATION

Note For Reading Dynamic's Graduates
All graduates of reading dynamics are welcome to
come to practice sessions beginning Friday.

LAST CHANCE

EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS
Sponsored by LYCEUM

207 Dartmouth N.E.

MONDAY
April 1-6:30 & 8:00-Coronado Center Town Hall

TUESDAY
April 2-8:00 p.m.-207 Dartmouth NE
4:30 & 7:30-Student Union
Room 250-C

WEDNESDAY
265-6761

.

~--~·--------------.,.......---------

April 3-8:00 p.m.-207 Dartmouth NE

f

I

----
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Students Flow to Wisconsin

NEw MExico LoBo
Publish(.>(} Monday. Wcdnc:;;day. Thursday, D,nd Friday of the regular University year by the
Student Publieations Board of the Associated Stude11ts of the University of New Mex_'eo
Seeond-c]ass postage paid af~ Albuquerque, New Me:tico. PrintPd by the University Print~
ing Plant. Subscription l'ate: $4.50 for the school year. payable in advance, All editorials
and signed columns cxPrtr"~ the views of the Wl'itcr and T1ot necessarily those of the Stu ..
dent Publications Board or of the University.

To Campaign for McCarthy

MILWAUKEE, Wis (CPS)- of experience in grassroots camAs they did in New Hampshire, paigning and particularly in dealstudents are playing an important ing with voter apathy, especially
in small towns. They find some
role in the Wisconsin primary.
people
antagonistic but many
On the two final weekends beothers
seem
almost afraid of the
fore the April 2 primary, 5,000
students-mostly from the Mid- students.
west, especially Chicago, but also
Sometimes the volunteers meet
from many other areas, including with unforeseen and embarrassing
Texas-are coming into Wisconsin circumstances. In Beaver Dam,
to wm•k for Democratic presiden- population 600, several students
tial candidate Eugene McCarthy. approached about two dozen peoThey will join 4,000 students from ple who were gathered in a backWisconsin colleges who are work- yard, introduced themselves, and
ing for McCarthy.
started handing out literature.
As in New Hampshire the boys After an embarrassing silence,
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy's appearance on campus Friday are asked to shorten their hair one woman "told the students that
gathering was a going-away
either turned off, excited, or left cold most students who and shave their beards and the the
girls to leave their minis at home. party for her nephew, a soldier
went. But spectators seemed nearly unanimous in their opin- Those who don't comply will work who was being sent to Viet Nam.
ions about the preliminaries. Associated Students President behind the scenes in offices licking
"UNDER THE circumstances it
John Thorson, also chairman of the UNM Students for Ken- envelopes, running mimeograph would have been difficult to exmachines, and answering phones. plain that if McCarthy were
nedy, challenged the senator to answer questions concernBUT MOST of them go door- President the boy could stay
ing youth's frustrations. Then, for the capper, Speakers to-door, trying to get out the vote home," said one student.
Committee Chairman Tom Horn, in traditional political-rally . for McCarthy. Besides the reThe student end of the camstyle, introduced RFK as "the next President of the United quirement of being "neat and ·paign is run by two graduate stuclean for Gene" they are also dents, Sam Brown of the Harvard
States."
given briefings on how to deal Divinity School and Marge SklenThorson's remarks were at best inappropriate, at worst ill- with the voters. Sometimes these car of Mundelein College in Chiconceived. Kennedy came as a candidate to present a mes- briefings upset volunteers with cago. The effort is coordinated by
and radical political views. a harried but serious-looking staff
sage. He already had that message down in his mind, and liberal
Reported one student who was of collegiate volunteers downneeded nothing less than someone's reminder that the part of a group from Michigan stairs in Milwaukee's Wisconsin
United States has surely seen better days. Nor was the canvassing in Waukasha, a small Hotel, the McCarthy state headoutside Milwaukee:
quarters.
audience prepared for it; they came to hear Kennedy, not city
"We were warned that we might
The Milwaukee office sends the
Thorson.
have to sell out quite a bit to get arriving students out to 38 local
Thorson is drawing fire from an increasing number of stu- a big vote for McCarthy. Wau- headquarters around the state.
kesha went 80 ;per cent for George "When students come in we know
dents for his activities in Kennedy's behalf. Nobody denies Wall
ace in the last presidential where they're needed and we send
his right to campaign for whomever he wishes, but critics primary.
them to that local headquarters.
suggest that his job as Associated Students president should
"THE FIRST sell-out came The local headquarters is respontake precedence. A spokesman for Students for Kennedy when the campaign headquarters sible for putting them up-either
sent all the Detroit black students in private homes or places like
yesterday indicated that Thorson might resign as chairman. back,
from predominantly white church basements," explains McThorson was introduced Friday as Associated Students Waukesha, no doubt reasoning Carthy staffer Susan Spear, a
president, but his remarks came close to being those of the that black students representing W ellesly College senior who seems
would lose him support. unworried about the exams she
chairman of Students for Kennedy. If stepping down from McCarthy
"It was suggested that we ap- has to take back in Massachuthat job would help prevent further gaffes like Friday's, it peal to the issue that each voter setts the day after the primary.
was most liberal on and avoid anVIRGINIA GIBBS, a recent
probably wouldn't be such a bad idea.
tagonizing or arguing. If they University of Wisconsin graduBut whi1e Thorson's blunder can probably be laid to clum- confused Gene with Joe we were
ate, takes care of all the "loose
urged to leave them alone. After ·people" who wander into the Mc··siness, Horn's was both calculated and inexcusable.
Guidelines for political speakers sponsored by the Speak- all, a vote for McCarthy is a vote Carthy headquarters. "Bus loads
for McCarthy."
of people were committed to come
ers Committee have been laid down specifically to prevent
OTHERS FIND the campaign- last weekend (March 23-24) but
these appearances from degenerating into political rallies of ing diffcult because of their lack they couldn't because it snowed
Editor-in-Chief --------------------------· --------- Chuck Noland
Managing Editor --------------------- ·-------- Nooley Reinheardt
Business Manager --------------------- ·-- ---------- Richard Pfaff
News Editor ------------------------------------ G. Roy Corne!iuf'
Sports Editor -------------------------------------- Wayne Ciddio
Morning Editor ----------------------- ------------ Sarah Laidlaw
Photographer ---------------------------------------- Bob Pawley
Cartoonist ---------------------------------------- Frank Jacome
Editorial Staff______ Dan Brumbelow, Grant Harvey, Melissa Howard,
Steve LaPrade, Paul Slack, Bill Sullivan, Allen Buchanan,
Cathy McAndrews, Carra Havis.

Misplaced Priorities

the rolled-up-sleeve, cigar-smoking variety. That is why no
other candidates were on the platform and none will be allowed at any future Speakers Committee presentations of
office-seekers.
Horn was introduced as Speakers Committee chairman.
But he comes from a political family with close ties to the
Kennedys' and the temptation to forget why he was there
must have been too much. He just had to jump on the bandwagon.
Perhaps the situation could be summed up by bending the
old saw to read: "In spring (of an election year) an ambitious young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of politics"-and, in some cases, unfortunately away from the
responsibilities of his job.

LETTERS
Lobo Relevations

CALLING U
Information supplied by the UNM Cal·
f!ndar Office.
MONDAY
:I.'rce U. ; Course on Albert Camus : Hon·
om Center G; 3:30 p.m.
}~ree U~: Coun~e on Paul Goodman;
Union 231 C; 3:30 p.m.
·Pree U.: John Austin : Union 231 A:
3:30 p.m.
PanheJJcnic Council; Union Council
ltoom; 3:30 p.m.
Phi Gamma De1ta; Union N. Ballroom;
5;30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Lambda : Union 250 D-E:
6:15 p.m.
Town Club: Union Council Room: 6 :30
p.tn.

r

Town Club Pledges; Union 250 C; 6 :30
p.m ..
AhJha Kappa Lambda Alt!lhians; Union
'l50 n; 'j :00 p.m.
Residence Halls Concert Capers Auditions.: Union Theatet; 7:30 p.m.

Phi Gamma Delta Pledges: Union 129 :
8:00p.m.
TUESDAY
Landscape Design Course; Union The
ater; 8:00 R;m.
Student-Faculty Luncheon; Union 139
E&W; 11 :30 a.m.
Alumni Executive Board Luncheon ;
Union Council Room : 12 :00 Noon.
Landseape Design Luncheon : Union 250
A-C : 12 ;30 p.m.
Young Republicans ; Union 250 D : 1 :00
p.m.
•
Administrative Committee; Umon 253 ;
3:00 p.m.
Free U. : "Death o£ God & Birth of
Man": Union 231 C; 3 :00 p.m.
Senate Finance Committee; Union Coun
cil Room ; 3 :30 p.m.
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics; Union
250 C ; 4 :00 p.m.
Free U.; Personal Atlnrchy; Union 231
D-E; 4 :30 p.m.
4

4

Hey; 'IVL.l L..8F1Tf-lt::
OLIVE OUIOF MY DRINK.

Dear Editor:
In Monday's editorial, you state
that students should be educated
as to the risks involved in the usc
of marijuana, LSD, etc., and that
The Lobo's coverage of drug
abuse on campus was intended to
show the administration the need
for a program of this type.
You also express fears that if
the administration does not act,
local law enforcement agencies
will. You state that your coverage
of drug abuse was intended to
alert the administration and allow them to deal with the problem without outside interference.
Ve11; commendable intentions,
but indicative of naivety on your
part. If you had asked the students you had interviewed whether they know the possible penalties for drug abuse, you would
have found that they are very
well informed as to the risks involved.

TO THE

.....

EDITOR

In addition, the administration
is well aware of the extent of
drug abuse at UNM. Being somewhat older and wiser than the
Lobo editor, the administration
realizes that no useful purpose
would be served by disseminating
this information to the general
public as was done by The Lobo.
In fact, rather than serving your
stated purposes, The Lobo's coverage of drug abuse will actually
prove detrimental to the handling
of drug problems on campus.
One of the detrimental effects
is that the general populace of
Albuquerque will take this report
as further evidence of the degenerate nature of the UNM campus. "Drug addicts" have now officially added to the ranks of the
Communists, Peaceniks, Atheists,
Anarchists, and Perverts attending UNM. God save us.
A second effect will be increasing pressure brought to bear
on the administration and law
enforcement agencies to detect
and prosecute students involved

NE:VER MIND THE TOOTHPICK.

in New YQrk, she said. "We hope
they'll come anyway this weekend
(March 30-31.) "
Although their main work is
canvassing and office work, the
students do -many things in the
campaign. They even run a darkroom for visiting press photographers. Running the darkroom
is Richard Goldstein, who left the
University of Illinois Chicago
campus, whe1·e he was "a junior
or something" to work fQr McCarthy for a week, but he decided
to stay on as long as McCarthy
is in the running.
HIS EXPERIENCE seems typical of others here who say they
were Qnly toQ glad to get away
from their campuses. "I came for
a week, but that was befQre New
Hampshire" is heard over and
over again.
The forces of President Johnson are trying to gather student
volunteers but it seems that the
student support all belongs to McCarthy. The Democratic National
Committee provided free busses
for any Young Democrats from
the Chicago area to go campaign
for the President but only a few
took them up on the offer.
IT IS NOT only as volunteers
that students are having an impact on the campaign. University
of Wisconsin students shouted
down a speech by Secretary of
Agriculture Orville Freeman last
week, which many believed would
cause adverse reaction to McCarthy among the voters. McCarthy said: "Students for McCarthy are not hecklers. They
have listened and studies and are
still ready to stand and listen to
anying who comes in good faith."
But Wisconsin student leaders
believe the Johnson forces are
trying to encourage such demonstrations, Vice President Hubert
Humphrey and Attorney General
Ramsey Clark were due in th.,
state this week, possiblY along
with Freeman, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development Robcrt Weaver, and Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare
Wilbur Cohen.

in drug abuse. Rather than saving students from a felony conviction by stimulating a program
to educate them to the penalities
for drug abuse, you have increased the probability that students will be subjected to this
unusually harsh punishment.
"Issuance of the warrants followed on the heels of recent
stories published by the UNM student newspaper • • • outlining
narcotics traffic on the 13,000student campus" (Albuquerque
Journal, March 29).
In conclusion, I believe that you
have done a great disservice to
the college community and the administration. I would expect such
artieles in the Journal or Tribune, but their appearance in our
student newspaper is apalling.
Please try to think more clearly
in the future and let's not have
any more "revelations" on student
conduct. They cannot possibly
serve the noble intentions for
which they arc supposedly written.
Michael Shaun Riley
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Foreign Students

Crossroads Meet
Slated June 9-15
The twelfth annual Summer
Crossroads program will be held
June 9-15 in Colorado Springs.
Foreign students completing their
studies at U.S. colleges and universities are invited.
The students live with Colorado
Springs families for a week. The
program is highlighted by an international supper with all the
students and their host families.
Except for personal incidentals,
the host family pays the expenses
for the week's activities. The student has to pay for transportation to the city.
To participate in Summer
Crossroads, anyone interested
must submit an application form,
availab!e from the foreign student advisor on his campus. ·Applications must be mailed before
May 1, to Dr. Joseph Pickle, Director, Summer Crossroads, The
College,
Colorado
Colorado
Springs, Colorado 80903.
Those who can't get forms from
foreign student advisors may request them from Dr. Pickle, or
from the Institute of International Education, Rocky Mountain
Office, 1600 Sherman Street, Denver, Colorado 80203.

In Union

Spanish Lecturer
To Speak April 3
Dr. Joseph Schraibman will
lcctu1·e on "Contexts of the Contemporary Spanish Novel" at
UNM on Wednesday, April 3, in
the theater of the Union.
Tl1c addt•ess, which will be in
Spanish, is scheduled at 8 p.m.
and is open to the public without
clmrge.
The lecture is the seventh event
in the annual series, "Aspectos de
}a Cultura Hispanica," sponsored
by the UNM department o:f mod·
ern and classical languages.
Dr. Schraibman was born in
Cuba b;:t educated in the U.S.
where he received an AB degree
from Brooklyn College and MA
and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Illinois. He has taught
at Illinois and Princeton and is
currently assistant chairman in
charge of graduate studies at Indiana University.
His field of special interest is
Perez Galdos and the modern
Spanish novel. He has written
two hooks on Galdos and prepared
numerous articles and lectures on
the modern Spanish fiction scene.

UNM Association
Selects Officers
The UNM chapter of the American Association of University
Professors elected its 1968-1970
offi!!ers. The new president is Dr.
·James L. Thorson of the department of English, and the treasurer is Prof. Edwin G. Belzer of
the department of health, physical education, and recreation.
New members of the executive
committee are Professors Leo
Kanowitz, department of law;
and Jack Kolbert, department of
languages. Continuing officers are
vice-president Sanford Cohen,
professor of economics; and Secretary George Hirshfield, professor of education.
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Teaching Interviews Begin
UNM students and alumni who
are interested in teaching in California, Colorado, Arizona and
other locations are invited to interview sessions scheduled during
April at the UNM Placement
Center.

In California

Representatives will be on campus from these school districts:
Castro Valley Unified School District,
Castro Valley, California, Monday, April ~.
Pomona Unified School District Pomona, California, Monday, April 1.
Sierra Vista Public Schools, Sierra Vista,
Arizona, Tuesday, April 2.

.

Colton Joint Unified School District,
Bloomington, California, Tuesday, April 2.
Window Rock School District No. 8,
Fort Defianc:e, Arizona, Thqrsday April 4.
Patterson Unified School District, Pat"tel1:3on, California, Friday, April 6.
Rowland School District,
Rowland
Hejghts. California, Friday, April 6.
School District No. RE-1, Valley, Sterl·
ing, Colorado, Monday, April 8.

College Students
Hold Class Nude E.E. Professor Gets
Top Teaching Award
WASHINGTON (CPS)-With
educational reformers around the
country looking for ways to get
rid of the artificial barriers that
stand in the way of education, it's
probably not surprising that
someone would decide that clothes
were such barriers.
At least one group of students,
all enrolled in a political science
course at the University of California at Davis, have held a class
discussion in the nude.
A university spokesman said
about 15 students attended the
session in a private home off-campus. He said that after taking off
their clothes the students sat in
a semi-circle holding hands and
held their discussion.
The course instructor, Dr. Jerry
Friedberg, was not at the nude
session.
At the University of Pennsylvania, the subject of nude classes
came up when young Philadelphia
artist and editor Mark Morris
announced that he wanted to start
a nude class as one of the free
university courses.
Mter the student government,
which runs the free university,
had decided it had no objection,
and after the university chaplain
had had a chance to say that the
class would be finding a way "to
strip education down to its bare
essentials," Morris decided not to
go ahead with it.
He is now teaching_ a course
called "Mask," which is about the
use of masks in human societies.

Dr. Ruben D. Kelly, associate
professor of electrical engineering at UNM, won an outstanding
teacher award-a certificate and
a $500 check-in the Southwest
section of the American Society
for Engineering Education.
His Western Electric Fund
Award was given at a section
dinner meeting at Texas A&M
University. The section includes
engineering colleges and departments in Louisiana, Texas, and
New Mexico.
Dr. Kelly was the second UNM
professor to receive one of the
awards. Dr. Richard Charles
Dove, professor and chairman of
the mechanical engineering department, received an award in
1966, the second year the awards
were given.

Gallup-McKinley CountY Schoolll GnJiup,
New Mexico, Monday, April 8.
Ceres Unified School Distric.t, Ceres,
California, Monday, April 8.
Barstow Unified School District, Barstow, California, Wednesday, April 1'7'.
Lake Havasu City School District No.
25, Lake Havasu City, Arizona, Thursday,
April 18.
Compton Union High School District,
Compton, California, Thursday, April 18.
Antioch United School District, Antioch,
California, Friday, April 19.
Glendora Unified School District, Glendora, California, Friday. April 19.
Alamogordo Public Schools, Alamogordo,
New Mexico, Monday, April 22.
Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, April 22.
Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, April 23.
Vista-Office of Economic Opportunity,
Tuesday, April 23.
Vista-Oftice of Economic Opportunity,
Wednesday, April 24.
Antelope Valley Union High School District, Lancaster, Califomia, Wednesday,
April 24.
Moreland l}chool District. San Jose, California, Wednesday. April 24.
Vista-Office of Economic Opportunity,
Thursday, April 25.
Moreno Valley Unified Scho<>l District,
Sunnymead, California, Thursday, April 2S.
Peaee Corps. Monday, April 29.
P<lllce Corps, Tuesday, April 30.

Listen to KUNM

TUXEDOS-BLAZERS

Mister Tux
Phone 255-2592
LEON PALMISANO
2109 San Mateo NE

Albuquerque, N .M.

Special Student Prices
LEAGUES FORMING
Girls - Half Price
Open 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m, 3005 Central N.E.

r'

Phil Harper

hk c;;M:~ey
6:00-10:00 am

Your

Man

UN

RADIO
1150

KDEF
~8UQU1UtQuE
e

~" ~sound

ervmg Ta
Mexican mners
and American Dishes
Carrying department and Dining room service also.
Coterjng service to your favorite eating place
Students presenting 10 cards will be granted a 10 per cent
discount
11:30 a.m. to 8:30p.m. daily
Hours Open 'til 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday niles
Phones 268-9231
4901 Lomas Blvd. NE
255·5079

------.

..........

--~------------

Cover up those bare
walls with big
colorful BSA posters.
Four groovy 22" x
34" posters in full
color for just $2
a set. See your
local dealer.
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U NM Track T earn Trounces Arizona
By WAYNE CIDDIO
New Mexico captured first
places in twelve out of seventeen
events and coasted to a 104.-41
walloping of Arizona in a Western . Athletic Conference dualtrack and field meet Saturday at
University Stadium.
The victory was the first outdoor triumph of the young season
for the Lobos. New Mexico will
try its luck in another dual meet
with Colorado University next
Saturday at the stadium.
SPRINTER
Rene
Matison
posted a double victory taking
firsts in the 100 yd; dash and the
220 yd. dash. Matison recorded a
wind-aided 9.3 in the 100 and set
a dual meet record in turning a
21.7 in the 220.
Matison also ran the anchor leg
· on both of New Mexico's winning

·First Scrimmage
Pleases feldman

'I I

...

~·'
;

Senior quarterback Rick Beitler
took charge of a hard-running
backfieid and led the Red team
to a 30-0 win over the Whites in
the Lobos first intra-squad scrimmage Saturday afternoon at University Stadium.
TERRY STONE, last season's
starting signal-caller and the nation's leading passer, alternated
with Larry Maucere on the White
team and only managed to complete two out of six passes during the scrimmage,
Fullback John Pautsch scored
two touchdowns for the Reds and
Beitler ran across two two-point
conversions. Tailback Dave Bookert scored another one for the
Reds on a pitchout from 18 yards
out and junior college transfer
Willie Shaw scored the final
touchdown on a 35-yard run after
a pass interception.
The Lobos looked a bit ragged
in the opening minutes of the
scrimmage, something to be expected after only one week of
practice. Both teams looked eager
and the hitting on both offense
and defense looked enthusiastic.
HEAD COACH Rudy Feldman
and his assistants kept up a constant chatter as the Lobos worked
a variety of offensive and defensive patterns. Several times during the session, the coaches appeared pleased with what they
were seeing.
In the drills prior to the scrimmage, some of the coaches participated without pads against the
armoured Lobos. Cries of "Don't
just stand there," and "Move!
Move!" kept everyone on their

toes.
The Lobos will resume regular
workouts tomorrow at the UNM
practice field. New Mexico has
had four practice sessions and
coach Feldman plans to conduct
ten before the spring break. Ten
seasons after the break will close
out spring ball.

swept the top three spots in the
mile run and to the delight of
the sparse crowds crossed the fi.
nish line with their arms locked
around each other's. shoulders for
a three-way tie. All three were
credited with a 4 :26.3 in the event.
AKE NILSSON, New Mexico's
only eligible Swedish competitor,
won the javelin with a toss of
220'9". Nilsson got off a 250-ft.plus throw on his first attempt,
but the stiff wind caught the
javelin and held it in the air long
enough for it to hit the ground
without sticking. The point of the
javelin must hit the ground in
order for the throw to count.
Arizona's Tim Kearin and New
Mexico's Ervin Jarros battled it
out for three rounds in the shot
put before Kearin finally won the
event with a put of 54'10". Jarros
was leading the competition until
Kearin let loose with his final
heave. Jarros best put was
53'7%".
RON ELLER didn't have much
competition in the two-mile run.
Eller moved out to an early 40

relay teams. The Lobos established another dual meet record
in the 440 yd. relay with a 40.7
and then ran away with the mile
·relay with a 3:17.5. ·
Wildcat Dale Frederick scored
two wins for Arizona in the
hurdles. Frederick turned a 13.8
in the 120 yd. hurdles and a 53.4
in the 440 yd. intermediate high
hurdles ..
JOE POWDRELL was perhaps
the busiest man in the Stadium
Saturday afternoon. P6wdrell,
competing in four field events, finishe!l second to teammate Jon
Caffey in the pole vault, third to
George Loughridge and Art Baxter in the long jump, third in the
javelin, and third in the triple
jump.
As Powdrell ran from one event
to the next, teammate Baxter
commented, "Here comes Busy
Joe." Baxter relinnquished first
place to Loughridge in the long
jump, but won the triple jump
with a leap of 49'2%, ".
Lobo milers Adrian Dewindt,
Ray Jordan, and Bob Nanningna

yd. lead and steadily pulled away
from the rest of the field. Eller
fini~hed' with a 9:23.8, more than
30 seconds ahead of teammate
Nanninga.
Lobos Jim Singer and Stan
Mosley won first and second in
the 440 yd. dash. Singer recorded
a 49 5 and Mosley a 49.7. Both
were. members of New Mexico's
victorious mile relay team.
Lobo freshman Don Walton
turned in an impressive performance in the 100 yd. dash. Walton
ran the distance in 9.5, just twotenths of a second off of Matison's
winning pace.
IN ANOTHER meet highlight,
forme1· UNM star Clarence Robin-

. ...... ·.

104-41
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son covered 50'11" in the. trillle
jump. Robinson was competmg mdependently
against
Baxter,
Loughridge, Powdrell, and the
A1•izona jumpers.
Arizona won first places in the
discus and the high jump. New
Mexico's defending WAC champion discus thrower Mike Jeffrey
finished second in the event with
a throw of 164 feet.

Dry
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Acrou From Johnson Gym

Your Tuaco Star Qealer

Always buckle your seat belt
NEW MEXICO LOBO

SPECIAL
Buy One

~

Get One FREE
of same size

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
of every week in April
with this coupon
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Call Ahead for Faster Sanoice

5025 Central NE
A THREE-WAY TIE in the mile run was only part of New Mexico's
domination of Saturday's track meet with the Arizona Wildcats. Bob
Nanninga, Ray Jordan, and Adrian DeWindt all joined arms as they
crossed the finish line leaving the remainder of the Arizona field
behind. New Mexico captured 12 out of 17 first places and went on to
grab a 104-41 win in the Lobos' first outdoor meet of the season. Three
dual meet records were set during the afternoon's onslaught.
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5,000 Titles!
Science Fiction To Classics
~ Price

.•
,~

'

...'

.
$1.98 up
Jazz - Classics

..

••
•

THE FINE PRODUCTS
e YOU RECEIVED IN YOUR CO#fUd-PacJ
0
()
ARE AVAILABLE HERE!
ff}

Phone 265-8437

I I :00 a.m. - I :00 a.m. Daily
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·Concert Holl
Present

Exciting Underwater Adventure

STANTON WATERMAN
and His Full Color Film

RENT
A
TUX!

ONE-STOP SHOPPING
One-Stop Convenience
One-Stop Savings
One-Stop Selection

COAT and
TROUSERS

,$6.50

Open Your Budget-Aid Credit Account
for Shopping Convenience

COMPLETE
OUTFIT
Includes, shirt
Cummerbund,
Suspenders,
Handkerchief,
Studs, Cuff·
links, Ti9 and
Bouttonniere.

C:oll 265-5611 •• , Ext; 6

BELLAslkss ·.

$10.00

.DEPA.YMEir-sTORE·

'

.'

3000 YEARS
UNDER THE SEA

THE PAC FOR MEN

THE PAC FOR WOMEN

Brylcream
Macleans
Mennen Deodorant
Colgate 100
Rapid Shave Lime
Old Spice Aftershave
Absorbine, Jr•

Halo Shampoo
Macleans Toothpaste
Right Guard
Neutrogena Soap
Meds
Ponds Cold Cream
Clairol Lipstick
Dreamflower Talc
Squibb Sweeta
Neet Coupon

USE THEM! BUY THEM HERE!

Only 40c

···&~tt®tlil$~~~$®0.

FRIDAY, APRIL 5-7:30 P.M.
Admission- Travel Subscription or
Adults 1.50, Fac/Staff 1.25
Students & Children 1.00
Mr. Waterman will also conduct a special
lecture - seminar on "The Seaman's Last
Frontier on ~arth" Sat. morning, April 6 at
10:00 a.m. m the Concert Hall. Free and
open to the public.

.

Records

The Cultural Program Committee
and the Sandia Kiwanis Club

LOOK YOUR
BEST!

Large Collection of Paperbacks

RicoROsD ilVJi liTiiAENBGiiiJIALi,

;

Through April 30

r.
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SPECIAL

I r=?~'$1!..,..;,._-f'

STAN GETZ~.to.Ad (;.U:-BERTO

.~
~~
.,.";# -~~
.......,.. ,.~

CLIP

.-r; .. ~;:<c ~ . ,-_., ..

·GETZ/GILBERI'O #2

~~ 1.1.\
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ussoduted
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bookStore
Selected

UNM Sweatshirts $1.95
UNM Jackets $4.95

GROUND FLOOR-NEW MEXICO UNION
277-2826

Win Record l-lits 19
By BOB RUSSO
The Lobo baseball team took
come-f1·om-behind victories in
both games of a doubleheader
Saturday with the Air Force

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

LOST
BLACK PURSE at Kennedy rally. Desreading

glasses.

in

pur$e.

Reward offered. Phone 266-0344.
A LOS ALAMOS High School e]nss ring
and n pearl ring in Zimmerman Library.
If found, p]ensc contact Linda Scarbrough, 3505 Garcia NE. Phone 2982930. Reward offered. 4/5
FOUND
LADY'S HANDBAG. Found at bus stop at
Yale and Central Friday, 2/29. Owner
may claim at Student Publications office,
Rm. 159.
HELP WANTED
GIRL w/car to care !or 14-month-old boy,
8-10 a.m. Tuesday-Saturday. Could get
bnck to campus in time for n 10:30 class.
1442 Princeton NE. 256-3074.
CONSCIENTIOUS? Plan yonr fall semester job now. 15 hours per week. $1.25
per hour, Secretary Student-Faculty Association. Applications in Activities Cen·
ter. Deadline April 5. 4/3
PERSONALS
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Publishers, 543 Frederick, San Francisco,
Ca.lifornia. 94117.
LAST CHANCE to apply for StudentFaculty Association. ApplicationS in
Activities Center. Deadline April 5 for
information call 255~6327, evenings. 4/3
FOR SALE
19GO TRIUMPH motorcycle with 1964
t"ngine G50rc. Black. Sec nt 1106~{! Grnnd
NE. 3/29
NEW STANDARD ENCYCLOPEDIA
slightly u<od. Will snorifice nt $80. Cnll
3H-1969 nrtcr 5 p.m. 4/1
OPEN 3-5 SUNDAY, 1316 Bryn Mawr
N.l~. It sparkles insid~ & out. Here's
the best 3 bedrm. home, tnste£ully carpeted, fireplace & kitchen with dish ..
washer. disposer & )g. covered pntio.

This home close to UNM Tennis club

& shopping. At $1!i.OOO it."s n winner.
See Sam Cooper, 265~'8571 e.vcnins:s &

W('<•kcnds 842·8280..

19GG '£IUIJM1'H Spitfire Convertible. Goo<l
condition. Good tireg, radio & heater.
Wire wh{'('l...;, mnny cxtr.ns. 29!-'t-1636 niter
5 p.m. Only $1200. Wnnt to sell.

CLEAN 1955 Ford in good condition :
good tir!'s and '-'ngine. Ide.nl for city
trn.nsportntion~ $125. Call 255-2540 after
3:30.
3/20
"GREGORY & TIJERINA, peace &
frcroom" Dumper Stickers~ One for
GO¢, 5 for $2., 10 ior $3., 20 ior $5.,
GO for $10. Make cheeks to S, Abrnms
ami send to 1D20 Girard NE, Albuquerque, N.M. 87106.
KNEE-HOLE DESK: 43" wide, 17" deep,
30" high: 7 dWl'S; phony walnut fmlsh.
$30. Sec at LOBO office, 158 Student
Publications Bldg. after 5 p.m. Do not

Academy to increase their season
record to 19-2.
The Lobos, who are only six
victories shy of breaking the
school record for wins in a season with 31 games left, got wins
of 4-3 and 5-4 this weekend here
in Albuquerque.
GLEN SCHA WEL'S inside-thepark home run with one out in the
bottom half of an extra inning
handed New Mexico it's first game
win.
Behind 2-3 in the bottom of the
sixth, centerfielder Schawel singled with two outs and the speedy
outfielder scored on third baseman Dave Spencer's error, to give
the Lobos the game-saving tie.
Bob McAulay went all the way
for his fourth victory against one
defeat in the first game. He gave
up only four hits but six Lobo
errors kept him from opening up
a lead and allowed the Falcons a
pair of unearned runs.
STEVE BARNHILL, 3- for -4
in the opener, drove in the first
Lobo tally in the second inning of
the last of the pair and Jim
Palmer drove in the other with a
sacrifice fly.
In the second game New Mexico
went ahead 3-1 after four innings
but the Falcons scored three in
the fifth when Rick Starr tripled;
Barry Mills walked and stole second; and Starr scored on a shot to
third by Jim Hall. One out later
the Falcons third baseman Greg
Walts hit a line shot just to the
right of the 420-foot marker in
center field to score two.
AGAIN BEHIND in the bottom
of the sixth, this time 3-4, the
Lobos pulled it out when Barnhill
tripled home Greg With from
first, then scored on Mike Roussel's sacrifice fly.
The Air Force threatened to
tie it in the seventh when Daniels
Hall tripled to right field with two
• out. But reliever Rick Bodle, who
had taken over for starter Tom
Sexton, got Walts on a grounder
to third to save the 5-4 lead.
The Lobos will open Western
Athletic Conference play next
weekend when they travel to Arizona State for a three-game
series. The next home game is
April 8 when the Lobo's host
South Dakota State.

The UNM golf team defended
its team title and took away the
individual championship from
New Mexico State Saturday in
the 1968 New Mexico Intercollegiate Golf Tournament in Socorro.
Terry Dear of New Mexico
fired a two-under-par 70 in the
final 18-hole round over the New
Mexico Tech course to edge out
Ben Kern of New Mexico State.
KERN AND Dear were tied at
138 after 36 holes Friday, but
Kern fell to a two-over par 74 as
Dear led his Lobos to their fifth
straight championship in the
Socorro intercollegiate.
Dear finished with a 67-71-70208, eight-under par. Kern posted
69-69-74-212.
In a third place tie at 200
strokes were Dwaine Knight of
New Mexico's No. 1 and Mike
Goodart of the Lobo No. 2 team.
The Lobos copped five of the
first six places and finished with
an aggregate total of 74 strokes
compared with New Mexico
State's 880. Other team scores
were New Mexico No. 2, 924;
New Mexico State No. 2, 925;
Western New Mexico University,
943; and New Mexico Tech, 996.
JUNIOR DENNIS McCloskey
suffered a deep cut in his hand in
a shop accident last Wednesday
and wasn't allowed to play in the
Socorro tournament. UNM doc-

tot·s said he would be able to start
practice again sometime next
week.
Next weekend the golf team
will travel to Las Cruces-sight
of the 1968 NCAA golf tourney
this summer-to take on host
NMSU, Colorado University, and
UTEP in a scheduled match.
The top tne finishers in the
tournament were;
Terry Dear, UNM, No. 1 .... 67-71-70-208
Ben Kern, NMS, No. 2 • • . • 69-69-74-212

SHOWTIMES
2:05
3:45 5:25

1Q:19

watching you

rthlrOU!Jh a telescope
you must do
anything and
everything I
. say or I will
kill your

Dwaine Knight, UNM, No. 1
Mike Goodart, UNM, . No. 2
Dick Placek UNM, No. 2 . •
s Sattcrsu-.;m UNM, No. 1 .
r.;,. Fletcher, NMS, No. 1 . .
Tony Bell, NMS, No. 1 . . . . .
Albert Lovato, UNM, No. 1 •.
Tom DaileY, N.M. Tech ....

74-72-75-220
72-74-74-220
76-72-73-221
75-72-75-222
75-72-76-223
75-72-76-223
71-77-'76-224
74-7-!.·77-225

WARD
The Riverside
175cc "Scrambler"

$419

Special campus price

l75cc Scrambler has dual sprocket,
takes highways ol 58 mph, dimbs
trolls on a 45" incline-does it all
with easel Save now on this bike!

An Institute on Physical Education and Recreation for the
Mentally Retarded will be held at
UNM, April 9 and 10.
Under the direction of Professor Frank E. Papcsy of the UNM
department of health, physical
education and recreation, the program will include speeches, demonstrations, t>roblem salving sessions and panel discussions.

It's almost Too Late . •

calL

35 mm MINOLTA CAMERA, Oshkosh

Wnrdrobe Trunk, woman's fencing
equipment. All in excellent condition.
For infonnation phone 24Z.2D39. 4/5
LAW DOCTOR cap & gown. Fits height G
ft. Excclll!lit condition. Rcnsonnble. Cnll
265-7413. 4/6

1D66 SUZUKI 150ce. Excellent condition.
Phone 344-DOBB. 4/5

SERVICES
TYPING! For a 1super' paper - edited
grammar. spelling, punctuation - let a
former NYC Executive Secretary help
you. Partial background: Advertising ;
Art; Financial ~ Legal; Sciences. Experienced typing professional papers presented national engineering conferences.
Phone: 242-0649.

Offshore Oil -A Developing Technology
A Talk To Be Given By Mr. Art Rigg
Of Humble Oil Co. Houston, Texas

April 3-7:30 PM- E.E. Room 201
A review of engineering methods and techniques employed
by the petroleum industry to discover and develop offshore oil
and gas reserves. The presentation includes a discussion of
both fixed and floating platforms and equipment employed to
complete wells on the ocean floor. Prepared for Stanford
seminar presentation April 22, 1966.

For
65¢
Really
Fast
Results

WANT ADS

4line ad

4times
$2.00

The end of your college career
marks the real beginning of your life.
And there is no better symbol of the
future than a college ring-your silent
diploma.
Order NOW to insure graduation
delivery of your personalized college
ring. Choice of weights, stones and
styles . . CREATED BY JOHN ROBERTS
Now Available.

WANTED
'COND HAND MICROSCOPE wanted
/mag np 900x. Call 255-8703, Ext. 352.

•s

·-------------------

USE LOBO WANT ADS
Call 277-4.102 or 277-4202
or bring it to us
Room 159 Student Publications Building

HELP WANTED

'NGS & SATURDAYS. Can usc 2
ndergraduate 1ncn in advertis•alcs dept, $60 wk. C11ll Mr.
-2778, Friday, 9-11 a.m. only.
tNSELORS. Leading East;..
ch. Over 19 )It'll. of age,
>ugh knowledge or horse'ble to teach riding nnd
1.mping experience de-entia!. Also opcninl!ll
instructor spccia.liz..
\.R.C. water saf'cty
• rifle Instructor.
432 Arizona SE,
'II., or call 255-

·NEW MEXICO LOBO
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AIRWAYS
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Our Seventy-first Year ol Editorial Freedom
No.90

SDSers Condemn
Former Member
As Federal Agent

MoNTGOMERY

Ask about Ward's . -~ 98-l QS3
Young Adult Credit Plan!

Retardation, PE
Program Subject

EXICO

c ort-t 2-

Vol. 71

Italian-made!
HE MADE HER
AN ANIMAL ...
NOW ALL HE
NEEDED WAS
A LEASH

UV\ 3Q.VU'
v.·1 I Ylo,90

• I

son ...

2-Day Meeting

Subjects to be presented are
the physical activity needs of the
mentally retarded, the mentally
retarded in New Mexico, dance
and rhythms, and a demoJ)stration will be given on the mentally
retarded in the pool.
The keynote presentation will
be given by Professor Curtis H.
Krishef, Florida State University,
with a final address presented by
Evelyn Loewendahl, director of
the Kennedy Child Study Center,
Santa Monica, Calif.

Qo ron.cld c,.
311>':7'89

U. Golf Tearn Wins Tourney

Baseballers Take 2;

perate for
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By GRANT HARVEY
S t u d e n t s for a Democratic
Society issued a statement last
night at a delayed meeting that
condemned a former SDS executive member as a "suspected federal narcotics agent.
"We allowed him into our homes
where he ate our food, met our
friends, shared their grass . . .
and it appears he gave our names
and pictures to the federal narcotics agency," part of the statement says.
THE STATEMENT also describes the man, "Johnny Elms,
alias James Pierce," and warns
SDSers, "We urge you for own
security not to trust this mancertainly do not turn him on."
The National Liberation Front
will now concentrate on aiding
ghetto uprisings rather than assisting draft resistors, two students from the Students for a
D e m o c r a t i c Society said last
night.
James Kennedy and Paul
Baumgold recently returned from
a national meeting of the front
in Lexington, Kentucky. They
said the front anticipates a Kennedy win in the presidential election and further anticipates a
s u b s e q u e n t troop withdrawal
from VietNam.
IF THIS happens the ghetto
problem in this country will lle
the foremost concern, the two
SDS members said.
Baumgold said that discussion
at the front meeting concerned
"contradictions in Am e r i c a n
society" and "the genocide-the
order of the day" as exemplified
"by the massive arming of city
police forces across the country
in anticipation of black uprisings
this summer."
KENNEDY SAID another matter of interest at the national
meeting was the planning of an
International Day of Desertion
on May 8. The Geman branch of
(Continued on Page 3)

Springer Suggets
Grad Student Aid
By MELISSA HOWARD
Graduate School Dean George
P. Springer has recommended certain "protective devices" for students in advanced study at UNM
next year. He predicts a "20 to
25 per cent" drop in graduate
enrollment next fall.
Dean Springer has asked the
Graduate Committee to consider

THE REISSTANCE yesterday kicked off nation-wide demonstra·
tions against the draft with a protest in front of the Albuquerque
induction center. Albuquerque's demonstration was the first major
protest in this city. It drew a crowd of nearly 300. Participants carried
anti-draft signs and signed statements objecting to the draft. Protestors and members of the crowd exchanged barbed comments. (Photo by
Pawley)

Roger Dodd Picked

Leader Elect:ed, Plans Set:
By Students for Kennedy
By ALLEN BUCHANAN
The Students and Faculty for
Kennedy elected . officers and
adopted a constitution last night.
. Roger Dodd was elected president of the organization, releasing John Thorson as "acting organizer." Terry Calvani was
named as vice-president, and John
Corday as secretary-treasurer.
DODD SUGGESTED that the
vice-president might handle the
organization of the Citizens for
Kennedy, a group composed of
townspeople which was formed
last night.
"The activities of our group
and those of Citizens for Kennedy
should be co-ordinated," he said.
Dodd mentioned that since the
city organization plans to "fan"
the state in seeking Kennedy support, the UNM group would

Sen. Trovelsteod
Seeks Presidency
Student Senator Coleman Travelstead will announce his candidacy for president of Associated
Students on Sunday, The Lobo
learned yesterday.
Travelstead's campaign staff
has been preparing 150 invitations, which will go out today, to
a meeting at the International
Center. The invitations, signed
by Travelstead, say he plans to
make "an annonuncement of in·
terest to all students" at 1 :30
Sunday afternoon.
TRAVELSTEAD, who has been
a senator for the last two years,
has been rumored to be a presidential hopeful since early last
fall. Reliable student government
sources say his opponent will
likely be Jim Dines, who resigned
his Senate seat in disgust two
weeks ago and vowed "to return
to the ranks of the students to
(Continued on Page 3)

probably direct its campaigning
to other state university campuses.
THE GROUP'S efforts to raise
money were discussed. Corday
said they should concentrate on
persuading Sen. Edward Kennedy
to speak in Albuquerque at a
fund-raising dinner.
Someone had supposedly drafted a letter asking Ted Kennedy
to appear either May 10, 11, 24,
or 25. But Bill Byatt, Bernalillo
county Democratic chairman, said
he called Kennedy's appointment
secretary in Washington Tuesday, and insisted they had no
knowledge of any attemtps to
bring him here.
PLANS TO REACH all parts
Ron Curry, elected to Student
of New Mexico and "sell the Senate last spring, has announced
man" (RFK) were also discussed. his candidacy for Associated Stu(Continued on Page 2)
dents vice-president in the May
3 elections. He released the following statement yesterday:
I would like to tak1! this opportunity to announce that I am a
candidate for vice-president of

ly those turning in draft cards
were reclassified 1-A, if physically and mentally fit, and then
drafted.
H!l said the men then had the
option of being inducted into the
armed services or signing a statement saying they refused to be
inducted. Such refusal carries a
maximum penatly of five years in
prison and/or a $10,000 fine.
Quinn said the state Selective
Service could refer the cases back
to him because the men would not
have the draft cards in their
possession as federal law requires.
He said he had instructions to
refer such violations to the Justice Department.
QUINN SAID he knew of no
draftees who had refused induction and a spokesman £or the induction center said they were not
allowed to comment on the matter.
The demonstration was calm
most of the day, with the protestors and the draftees exchanging
barbed remarks. A few city people also joined with the inductees
in jeer at the protestors.
The supporters of the Resistance allowed the draftees to
enter the induction center undisturbed. There was no attewlpt to
block their entrance as there has
been at similr.r demonstrations
acroS8 the country.
APPROXIMATELY 6Q people
from all age groups signed state-

Senior Honorary
Seeks Applicants
. Application for membership in
Blue Key, senior men's honorary,
are now available in the office of
the dean of men. Interested junior
men with at least a 2.7 cumulative
grade-point average are invited
to apply.
Appli<!ationt~ must be returned
to the dean of men's office oT to
the Bl~e Ke;yJ,o:x. in the Activities
Center of the ·union by April 15•
There will be a smoker :for applicants at '7: 30 p.m. April 23 . j rooms 250 A-B of the Union.

Releases Statement

Ron Curry Plans to Seek
St:udent: Vice-Presidency

Resistors Protest Induction
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
The New Mexico Resistance
yesterday, with a subdued protest
at the Albuquerque I n d u c t i on
Center, kicked off the nationwide
demonstrations against the draft
scheduled today. No men were
scheduled to be processed into the
armed services here today.
The Albuquerque demonstration, the first major protest in
this city of 300,000, drew a crowd
that numbered nearly 300 during
peak hours.
THE PARTICIPANTS in the
demonstration carried anti-draft
signs, signed statements objecting
to what they called "the immoral
war" in Viet Nam, and heckled
the inductees and military personnel. Four men also burned what
.they called draft cards, and two
others turned their Selective
Service cards into federal authorities.
U.S. Attorney John Quinn yesterday m&id that the two men's
turning in of their Selective Set·vice cards were the only clear-cut
violations of federal law stemming from the . demonstration,
called "the impending collapse of
the Selective Service."
-QUINN SAID that following
earlier in!truction from the Justice Department, he bad tllrned
the two cards over to the New
Mexico Selective Service !or its
consideration. He said that ll!JURl-

this month steps to aid studetl.'l!s
drafted before completion of their
graduate work.
"PREFERENTIAL treatment"
would be accorded to veterans reapplying to the Graduate School
if they were drafted after being
admitted, he said.
"If a veteran applies promptly
after his discharge and if there
are no intervening circumstances,
we would try to re-admit him under the· same conditions," Dean
Springer said yesterday.
"So far as is technically possible, this treatment will also apply
to students who had been receiving financial aid," he continued.
In addition, time limits for completion of graduate work would
be suspended during a student's
"national service," the dean said.
The normal limits are five yearsafter completion of undergraduate
(Continued on Page 3)

ments saying, "I believe that the
United States is waging an illegal
and immoral war in Viet Nam.
Therefore: I have already or intend to refuse induction into the
United States armed forces." The
older or draft-deferred protestors
signed the following statement:
"I have in the past or intend to
encourage and assist those men
of draft age who choose to refuse
inductions into the United States
armed forces."
Quinn said the "intention" of
refusing induction was not a violation of federal law. He said
the names of anyone who came.
under the heading of aiding and
abeting anyone trying to avoid
the draft would be turned over
to the Justice Department.
AT LEAST ONE man in the
uniform of the U.S. Air Force,
joined the resistors and carried a
typical sign that read, "Hell, no,
don't go."
Those who said they burned
draft cards indentified themselves
as Michael Smith of UNM's Mesa
Vista dorm, William Blade of Las
Cruces, Barry Dean Williaml!l,. no
address, and Paul BaumgOid, 206
Gold SE.
The two who turned ill SS..cards
were not identified.
Resistance organilll!r ~II'Y
Lack said the demonstration paid for by the $45 nUIMid at •
poetry reading at UNM l'eU5Il't.b.

RON CURRY
the Associated Students in the
spring elections.
Contrary to the beliefs of some,
I tllink that student government
has taken positive steps to help
the students at the University,
and can be a useful vehicle to
improve their college life in the
future. Increased popular Cl'ltertainment, speaker's program, and
an exptmded inu-ral pl'ogram
,_, •re d till&~ that .Went govern,_.t lias added tj) 1llle eellege experklnce durin# ~ past year.

The student lobby is another program that will certainly help all
of us in the future.
ADMITTEDLY, student government, like any other organization, has its shortcomings. The
mature approach for dealing with
these shortcomings is to recognize
them and try to correct them
rather than give up on the system.
This is the approach that I
have brought to student government as a senator, and one that
I would try to install in the leadership of student governcrnent as
vice-president.
As a result of working as a
Senate assistant for one year,
and being a senator for one year,
I think I have gained a knowledge of the problems that student
government faces. I served on
what I consider the two most important committees of the Senate:
S t e e r i n g Committee, which
handles all programs not concemed with finance; and the Finance
Committee, which allocates student funds via the budget. Alt'f.l
result of this service, I have formulated many ideas about ~t
could and what should be tJjjlle
in the next year.
I WILL NOT align myself ~th
presidential candidate. I d!li.nk
this would only make me i'fllllrible in my campaign, and ---~
ble in my approach to s~
government as vice-presidellt. -1
want to remain as open as P'!llilsle and attune m,.self only to 6e
desires of the .students.
In this spirit I ani:IOl-1111:,·
. candidacy f~ 'ril~t-Jil'el~i«Le--~
it is m. this
11erve the atadewts fi
•ice-president of the U'lllie!lldMIP.

•tnt;
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